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                                             - MENOG | The Middle East Network Operators Group
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                                         mit.edu
                                             - MIT
                                        MIT is devoted to the advancement of knowledge and education of students in areas that contribute to or prosper in an environment of science and technology.
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                                             - Genius Devils
                                        The blog for latest electronics projects, electronics hacks, electronic innovations. Here you can find latest unseen electronics projects daily.
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                                         youtube.com
                                             - YouTube
      - Broadcast Yourself.
                                        YouTube is a place to discover, watch, upload and share videos.
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                                         quora.com
                                             - Quora
                                        Quora is a continually improving collection of questions and answers created, edited, and organized by everyone who uses it.
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                                             - Northwestern University Office for Research
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                                         tritonimaginginc.com
                                             - Welcome to Triton Imaging Inc..
                                        Triton Imaging, Inc. is an international leader of acoustic underwater imaging. Triton integrates multi-sensor marine data acquisition and processing software for offshore survey, harbor security, mine detection, seabed classification, habitat mappin...
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                                         ccl.net
                                             - CCL Home
                                        Home Page. Computational Chemistry List.
Resource for Computational Chemists.
Discussions on chemistry software, data, conferences, jobs, quantum chemistry,
molecular mechanics, molecular dynamics, QSAR, molecular graphics,
molecular modeling, and as...
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                                         docstoc.com
                                             - Docstoc – Documents, Templates, Forms, Ebooks, Papers & Presentations
                                        Docstoc is a community for people to find and share professional documents.  Find free legal documents and free business documents.
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                                             - zenpawn - Erin Dame
                                        Erin Dame New Hampshire amateur state chess champion vegetarian vegan patzer Dame Erin
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